
CONTRA COSTA SUPERIOR COURT 
MARTINEZ, CALIFORNIA 

DEPARTMENT:   12 
HEARING DATE:   08/24/18 

 
GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR CONTESTING TENTATIVE RULINGS IN DEPT. 12 

 
NOTE PROCEDURE CAREFULLY 

 
The tentative ruling will become the Court’s ruling unless by 4:00 p.m. of the Court day preceding 
the hearing, counsel or self-represented parties call the department rendering the decision to 
request argument and to specify the issues to be argued. Calling counsel or self-represented 
parties requesting argument must advise all other affected counsel and self-represented parties by 
no later than 4:00 p.m. of his or her decision to appear and of the issues to be argued. Failure to 
timely advise the Court and counsel or self-represented parties will preclude any party from 
arguing the matter. (Local Rule 3.43(2).) 
 
Note: In order to minimize the risk of miscommunication, Dept. 12 prefers and encourages fax or 
email notification to the department of the request to argue and specification of issues to be 
argued – with a STRONG PREFERENCE FOR EMAIL NOTIFICATION.  Dept. 12’s Fax Number 
is: (925) 608-2693.  Dept. 12’s email address is: dept12@contracosta.courts.ca.gov.  Warning: 
this email address is not be used for any communication with the department except as expressly 
and specifically authorized by the Court.  Any emails received in contravention of this order will be 
disregarded by the Court and may subject the offending party to sanctions. 
 

Submission of Orders After Hearing in Department 12 Cases 
 
The prevailing party must prepare an order after hearing in accordance with CRC 3.1312. If the 
tentative ruling becomes the Court’s ruling, a copy of the Court’s tentative ruling must be 
attached to the proposed order when submitted to the Court for issuance of the order. 
 

 1.  TIME:  8:30   CASE#: MSC16-01479 
CASE NAME: ROSE VS. CITY OF PITTSBURG 
SPECIAL SET HEARING ON: TRIAL SETTING 
SET BY COURT PER 8-2-18 MINUTE ORDER 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
Counsel to appear at 8:30 a.m. (CourtCall acceptable) for trial setting. 

  

 2.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC13-00690 
CASE NAME: THOMAS VS. BALBOA INSURANCE CO. 
HEARING ON MOTION TO DISMISS 
FILED BY BALBOA INSURANCE COMPANY 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
Defendant’s unopposed motion to dismiss this case under Code of Civil Procedure § 583.360 is 
granted, and the case is dismissed. 
 
Defendant’s request for judicial notice is denied as unnecessary.  The Court nevertheless 
appreciates the courtesy of pulling these case documents together for easy reference. 
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 3.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC15-00702 
CASE NAME: MOSSOR VS ROLLE 
HEARING ON MOTION TO BE RELIEVED AS COUNSEL 
FILED BY JOSEPH MOSSOR 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
Counsel to appear in person for an in camera hearing as to the asserted grounds for withdrawal.  
Plaintiff personally is invited to appear and participate if he chooses. 
 
All other court dates in this case are vacated, and the case is set for Case Management 
Conference on September 26, 2018, at 8:30 a.m.  If plaintiff has no attorney at that time, he 
must appear (in person or by CourtCall) to explain his intentions with respect to the reported 
settlement of the case; whether he intends to hire counsel; and whether and how he intends to 
proceed with the case. 

  

 4.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC15-00903 
CASE NAME: SILVA VS. FRY'S ELECTRONICS 
HEARING ON MOTION TO STRIKE PORTIONS OF 1st Amended COMPLAINT 
FILED BY FRY'S ELECTRONICS, INC. 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
These motions were put over because the matter was reported settled, and the attorneys have 
confirmed today that that is still the status.  These matters are simply taken off calendar, rather 
than continued.  If for some reason the settlement falls through, moving counsel can contact the 
Department to ask that these motions be put back on calendar. 

  

 5.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC15-00903 
CASE NAME: SILVA VS. FRY'S ELECTRONICS 
HEARING ON DEMURRER TO 1st Amended COMPLAINT 
FILED BY FRY'S ELECTRONICS, INC. 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
See Line 4. 
 

  

 6.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC15-00903 
CASE NAME: SILVA VS. FRY'S ELECTRONICS 
FURTHER CASE MANAGEMENT CONFERENCE 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
See Line 4. 
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 7.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC15-01952 
CASE NAME: McGUIRE VS. BRENKLE 
HEARING ON MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
FILED BY SOLANO PACIFIC CORPORATION, ROD S. NUBLA 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
Defendants Solano Pacific and Rob Nubla move for summary judgment (or adjudication, in the 
alternative).  The motion is denied. 
 
Background Facts and Allegations 
 
Plaintiffs Frank and Bethanie McGuire, husband and wife, purchased real property located at 
396 Cummings Skyway in Martinez on October 2, 2014.  On or about September 8, 2014, 
Plaintiffs entered into a Residential Purchase Agreement with seller, Kenneth Pregler.  Pregler 
owned the property from October 1, 2004 to October 2, 2014.   
 
Defendants Solano Pacific Corporation and Rob Nubla were the selling brokers on the property 
sale at issue in this case.  There is no substantive distinction between the two for purposes of 
this motion, and they will be referred to as the Brokers. 
 
The McGuires’ property adjoins the Brenkles’ property, 400 Cummings Skyway at the northern 
border of the McGuires’ property.  Defendants Thomas and Natalie Brenkle have owned their 
property since November 13, 2008.  The main substance of this lawsuit is a boundary dispute 
between the McGuires and the Brenkles, with an added issue of access to water.  There is a 
fence between the two properties.  The Brenkles, however, claim the boundary line between the 
properties is approximately 50 to 100 feet south of the fence.  The change in boundary line 
would place several of the structures currently believed to be on the McGuires’ property onto the 
Brenkles’ property, including the shed, part of the barn, and the gated access to the windmill.  
The boundary line would be a mere 40 feet from the Plaintiffs’ living structure, and would reduce 
the size of the McGuires’ property by approximately one third.  In addition, allegedly Pregler 
enjoyed the right to take water from a well on the Brenkles’ property.  The Brenkles claim that 
they terminated that right, leaving the McGuires insufficient water necessary to support the 
residence, nursery, and landscaping.  The Brenkles say that they sent a letter to Pregler some 
eight months before the sale at issue, notifying him of the boundary claim and the termination of 
the water right.  The McGuires, however, say that they did not know anything about either of 
those problems until after the close of escrow, when Mr. Brenkle showed them the letter he had 
sent to Pregler. 
 
Legal Standard 
 
“The motion for summary judgment shall be granted if all the papers submitted show that there 
is no triable issue as to any material fact and that the moving party is entitled to a judgment as a 
matter of law.”  Code of Civil Procedure § 437c(c).  “[F]rom commencement to conclusion, the 
party moving for summary judgment bears the burden of persuasion that there is no triable issue 
of material fact and that he is entitled to judgment as a matter of law.”  (Aguilar v. Atlantic 
Richfield Co. (2001) 25 Cal.4th 826, 850.)  “The party moving for summary judgment bears an 
initial burden of production to make a prima facie showing of the nonexistence of any triable 
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issue of material fact; if he carries his burden of production, he causes a shift, and the opposing 
party is then subjected to a burden of production of his own to make a prima facie showing of 
the existence of a triable issue of material fact.”  (Ibid.)  “A defendant bears the burden of 
persuasion that "one or more elements of" the "cause of action" in question "cannot be 
established," or that "there is a complete defense" thereto.  (§ 437c(o)(2).)  
 
The Court strictly construes the evidence of the moving party and liberally construes that of the 
opposing party.  “[A]ny doubts as to the propriety of granting the motion should be resolved in 
favor of the party opposing the motion.”  (Zavala v. Arce (1997) 58 Cal.App.4th 915, 925-26.) 
 
Although the motion and opposition raise a number of subissues about particular sets of facts, it 
may not be necessary to reach and decide each such subissue to decide the motion.  That is 
because summary adjudication can be granted only as to an entire cause of action, not as to 
particular factual disputes within a cause of action.  Thus, plaintiffs need only show that they 
have a triable path to victory on any one part of any particular cause of action.  Suppose for 
argument’s sake, for example, that the Brokers can show that there is no viable claim for fraud 
or non-disclosure as to the water tank – but plaintiffs can show that there is a triable fact issue 
as to misrepresentation or nondisclosure of the existence of a boundary dispute.  That would be 
sufficient to require denial of summary judgment or adjudication. 
 
Fourteenth Cause of Action – Fraud 
 
The McGuires’ fraud claim rests on theories of both affirmative misrepresentation and wrongful 
concealment.  Specifically, they claim that the Brokers made affirmative representations as to 
the extent of the property’s boundaries and the non-existence of boundary and water disputes.  
They also claim that the Brokers knew of such disputes and wrongfully did not disclose them.  
Either theory standing alone would be sufficient to dispose of the present motion, if sufficiently 
supported.  The Court views the nondisclosure branch of this as the clearer path. 
 
The Brokers make arguments about the extent of their duty to the purchaser with respect to 
investigation and disclosure, pointing out (for example) that the disclosures found on the 
Transfer Disclosure Statement were made by the seller (Pregler) and not by the Brokers, and 
that Civil Code § 2709 imposes only limited duties on a broker as to investigation.  Those 
arguments, however, speak more to a broker’s duty to find out key facts than to his duty to 
disclose them.  At bottom, the Brokers do not attempt to argue any legal theory as to how they 
could escape fraud liability (at least on summary judgment) if it were established that, despite 
their lack of duty to investigate, they actually knew of the existence of disputes about the 
boundary and water rights, but omitted to disclose that knowledge to the McGuires. 
 
We turn, therefore, to the issue of the Brokers’ actual knowledge.  The Brokers carry their initial 
burden as movants by attesting that they had no actual knowledge before the close of escrow 
that any such problems existed.  The McGuires, however, present evidence from which a finder 
of fact could determine that the Brokers did have actual knowledge.  In particular, Pregler 
testified at deposition that he actually told the Brokers about the boundary dispute before the 
sale to the McGuires.  (In addition, Nubla testified to knowing that the fence was not the actual 
boundary, which arguably was at least a reddish flag about the extent of the property that ought 
to have been disclosed.  Admittedly, however, knowing that the fence was not the boundary is 
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not the same thing as knowing that there was a boundary dispute, or that the neighbors claimed 
a boundary well below the fence line and including some of what appeared to be Pregler’s out-
buildings.) 
 
The Brokers respond to this damning evidence by pointing to the rest of what Pregler testified 
to.  He testified that he also told the McGuires about the boundary dispute.  Hence (the Brokers 
reason), if you don’t believe Pregler, then there is no evidence that the Brokers knew of the 
boundary dispute, and hence no fraud claim.  But if you do believe Pregler, then the McGuires 
also had actual knowledge of the boundary dispute, and hence again no fraud claim.  Thus, they 
reason, the Brokers win either way.  The flaw in this logic is that it incorrectly assumes that 
Pregler’s credibility is unitary, such that a finder of fact must accept all of his testimony or none 
of it.  Not so.  Pregler, after all, had a litigation incentive to urge that he told anyone who would 
listen – and both the broker and the buyers, in particular – about the boundary dispute.  But he 
could be lying as to one disclosure and telling the truth as to the other.  A trier of fact could 
logically decide to believe Pregler (and disbelieve the Brokers) as to what Pregler told his own 
brokers – and yet also decide to believe the McGuires (and disbelieve Pregler) as to what 
Pregler did or did not tell the McGuires. 
 
That, in the Court’s view, is sufficient to show that there is a triable issue as to fraud, and 
summary adjudication must be denied as to the fourteenth cause of action. 
 
Sixteenth Cause of Action – Negligent Misrepresentation 
 
The parties do not raise much of a separate argument as to the negligent misrepresentation 
claim.  In the Court’s view, however, it does require some additional discussion.  The Court is 
denying summary adjudication as to the fraud claim on the basis that there is a triable fact as to 
at least a concealment theory – and thus the claim is viable even if (as the Brokers argue) there 
was no affirmative misrepresentation.  Plaintiffs, however, do not argue that the negligent 
misrepresentation theory can rest on concealment as opposed to affirmative representation.  
Thus, if plaintiffs cannot show a triable fact issue as to representations being made, it may be 
appropriate to grant summary adjudication on this count. 
 
The evidence as to affirmative representations being made is somewhat mushier than the 
evidence as to the Brokers’ actual knowledge.  The Brokers are correct in arguing that they 
cannot be held responsible for what Pregler told the McGuires, in the Transfer Disclosure 
Statement or otherwise.  Nevertheless, the Court thinks that there is sufficient evidence to allow 
a trier of fact to find at least two misrepresentations by the Brokers.  First, they used an online 
advertisement video that showed land and structures as part of the McGuire property.  The 
McGuires saw the listing and online video before entering into the agreement.  That video at 
least impliedly represented that the out-buildings were part of the property being sold – but the 
Brenkles’ boundary claims would put those buildings on the Brenkle side of the line.  The video 
might also be viewed as misleading as to the extent of the land included in the property.  
Second, it was represented that the property had a “perimeter fence”.  A fence is not a perimeter 
fence if (as the Brenkles claim) it is nowhere near the perimeter.  A finder of fact could take that 
to be a representation that the property extended to the fence. 
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Punitive Damages 
 
Plaintiffs seek exemplary damages based on allegations of fraud in the Fourteenth Cause of 
Action.  Civil Code § 3294 provides: “(a) In an action for the breach of an obligation not arising 
from contract, where it is proven by clear and convincing evidence that the defendant has been 
guilty of oppression, fraud, or malice, the plaintiff, in addition to the actual damages, may 
recover damages for the sake of example and by way of punishing the defendant.” 
 
The Brokers’ argument on this part of their motion is cursory (about a page total), and it does 
not really make any separate arguments going specifically to punitive damages.  Their argument 
on this point can be summed up as arguing that they can’t be liable for any tort in the first place, 
so necessarily they really, really can’t be liable for punitive damages.  But as discussed above, 
the evidence would allow a trier of fact to find that the Brokers actually knew that there was a 
major boundary dispute seriously affecting the extent and value of the property, but decided not 
to disclose anything about that dispute to the McGuires.  An available reasonable inference from 
such findings would be that the Brokers withheld that information in order to fraudulently induce 
the McGuires to buy the property at full value, in ignorance of the serious problem of the 
boundary dispute.  The Court cannot hold (at least at this juncture) that such jury findings, if 
made, could not support punitive damages. 
 
Lost Profits Damages 
 
Finally, the Brokers seek “summary adjudication” as to whether the McGuires have a legally 
viable claim for the lost profits they say they would have earned by operating a nursery business 
on the property.  The quick and dispositive answer to this part of the motion is that absent a 
stipulation under § 437c(t), a party cannot seek summary adjudication as to an element of 
damages within a single cause of action.  This argument is a motion in limine masquerading as 
a summary adjudication argument. 
 
Plaintiffs’ Objections to Evidence 
 
Plaintiffs object to a number of transactional documents offered in evidence by the McGuires, on 
the ground that they are attested to only by the McGuires’ lawyer who lacks personal 
knowledge.  The point has some bite on a petty technical level, but the Court is not inclined to 
pay much attention to it.  The documents were undoubtedly produced in discovery (which the 
lawyer does know personally), and there is no dispute as to their authenticity.  Moreover, they 
are not relevant to the Court’s disposition of the motion.  The Court therefore declines to rule on 
the objections. 
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 8.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC16-00932 
CASE NAME: KAINO VS. WEST CONTRA COSTA U.S.D. 
HEARING ON MINOR'S COMPROMISE 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
The proposed minor’s compromise is approved, with a caveat.  The petition purports to say that 
the proceeds will be paid to the guardian or conservator of the estate of the minor.  However, 
it does not appear that there is any such guardianship or conservatorship in place, and a 
proposed order is lodged for payment into a blocked account.  The Court assumes that the latter 
is what was intended.  On that basis, the petition is approved. 

  

 9.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC16-01110 
CASE NAME: BLAKELY VS. AMERICAN CONTRACT 
HEARING ON MOTION FOR ORDER PERMITTING CONTINUATION OF ACTION 
AGAINST SUCCESSOR  /  FILED BY BRUCE W. BLAKELY 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
Defendant Rank has passed away.  Plaintiff moves for an order permitting continuation of 
the action against the Rank-Clark Family Trust as successor.  The motion is unopposed, and it 
is granted. 

  

10.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC16-02060 
CASE NAME: CURL VS CITIMORTGAGE 
HEARING ON DEMURRER TO 3rd Amended COMPLAINT 
FILED BY CITIMORTGAGE INC. 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
Defendant CitiMortgage demurs to the Third Amended Complaint (TAC).  The TAC asserts 
causes of action for (1) negligence; (2) violation of Civ. Code § 2923.5; and (3) breach of 
contract.  The Demurrer is sustained, without leave to amend. 

Request for Judicial Notice 

Defendant requests judicial notice of several county recorder documents as well as pleadings 

and orders in federal district court case Curl v. CitiMortgage, Case No. 14-cv-01829. This 

request is opposed.  The request is granted.  Evid. Code §§ 452, 453. 

Analysis 

Both sides brief this demurrer much as if there had been no prior rulings on point.  In fact, 
however, the Court’s ruling on the demurrer to plaintiff’s second amended complaint is quite 
sufficient to dispose of the present demurrer, because nothing material has changed.  The Court 
sustained the prior demurrer without leave to amend in several respects, notably as to alleged 
violations or negligent acts occurring during 2011 to 2014.  To the extent that the Court 
sustained the prior demurrer with leave to amend, it was largely on the basis of plaintiff’s failure 
to allege that any violations were “material”, in the sense that but for the violations, plaintiff 
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would have succeeded in avoiding foreclosure.  Plaintiff was given one more opportunity to 
make such allegations. 

The burden on plaintiff in amending the complaint, then, was to include new allegations that 
avoid the fatal defects identified in the prior ruling.  Neither the TAC nor the opposition to the 
present demurrer makes any serious attempt to do so.  On the contrary:  The opposition cites to 
or quotes a number of allegations that, plaintiff argues, are sufficient to allege materiality and 
causation (e.g., TAC ¶ 9).  But not one of those allegations is new or different.  Every one of 
them was also present in the second amended complaint – and yet the demurrer to that iteration 
was sustained.  Likewise, the Court’s prior ruling pointed out a number of allegations that were 
fatal to causation, such as the admission that there was no assurance of success, and the 
allegations that plaintiff was deprived only of an “opportunity” for possible refinancing and so on.  
Yet every one of those allegations remains in the TAC. 

So what’s new and different in the TAC, that would lead to a different result on this demurrer?  
The answer is:  Nothing.  The TAC is demurrable for all the same reasons that the demurrer to 
the second amended complaint was sustained. 

The only difference is that this time the ruling must be without leave to amend.  This is the fourth 
iteration of the complaint.  The prior ruling stated that plaintiff was given “one” further opportunity 
to amend.  Plaintiff read the prior ruling, and has presumably done the best that she can in 
meeting the problems.  There is no reason to think she can do any better if given any more 
chances. 

  

11.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC16-02120 
CASE NAME: IBRAHIMI VS. WALGREEN CO. 
HEARING ON MOTION FOR PRELIMINARY APPROVAL OF CLASS ACTION SETTLEMENT 
FILED BY ABE IBRAHIMI 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
This motion is continued to September 14, 2018, at 9:00 a.m., in order that counsel may 
address certain concerns and questions raised by the Court. 
 

1. The proposed Maximum Settlement Amount represents a quite substantial discount from 
the potential face value of the Class’s claims.  That discount may or may not be justified, 
depending on the likelihood of the Class prevailing on the multiple issues presented in 
the case.  While Class Counsel present a well-thought-out list of risks faced by the 
Class, Class Counsel does not speak meaningfully to the degree to which those risks 
are serious or substantial.  The Court needs to consider a less theoretical and generic 
analysis of the substantive and procedural risks justifying the discount. 
 

2. Of particular concern are the identified contingencies concerning whether a contested 
class certification motion would be granted.  If (hypothetically) the class could not have 
been certified for purposes of litigation, then there would be serious doubt as to whether 
it should be certified for purposes of settlement either. 
 

3. The class notice’s provision for opting out must give specific instructions on what a class 
member must do in order to request exclusion, such as actual “safe harbor” language 
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that would suffice.  Better yet, the Court suggests a small form that class members could 
cut off the bottom of a page (or the like) to mail in to request exclusion.  The Court aims 
both (1) to minimize the risk that some class members might prefer to opt out, but refrain 
from doing so because it is too much trouble or they can’t figure out exactly how to go 
about it, and (2) to avoid ambiguity or confusion as to whether any particular response is 
or is not a valid opt-out. 
 

4. The proposed class notice gives the reader no real idea as to the amount of the potential 
payout he or she would receive – pennies apiece, or hundreds of dollars, or thousands, 
etc.?  The Court understands that the notice cannot predict the payouts with precision; 
but class members cannot make meaningful choices without at least some general idea 
of what the benefits will be.  It appears that the parties have sufficient information to give 
at least a reasonable estimated range, so as to enable intelligent decision-making by 
class members. 
 

5. The class notice should specify that a class member may object specifically to the 
amount of the proposed Class Counsel Award.  The Court has in mind that a class 
member may approve of the settlement in general, and yet believe that Class Counsel is 
being overpaid (which comes directly out of the class members’ pockets).  Class 
members are entitled to their say on that topic.  (The Court notes that defendant has 
promised not to object to a Class Counsel Award of up to 35% of the Maximum 
Settlement Amount.  [The motion says “one-third”, but the actual figure is 35%.]  That 
agreement, however, is not binding on either the class members or the Court; it will be 
up to Class Counsel to demonstrate in their fees motion that they should be awarded 
that much.) 
 

6. Will the Settlement Administrator’s fee be a fixed contractual dollar amount?  If not, how 
will the Settlement Administrator know how much to allocate to its own fee in determining 
the Net Settlement Amount? 
 

7. What is the justification for an agreement that the parties and attorneys will not disclose 
the settlement terms (p.24, item EE)? 
 

8. Definition L and paragraph III(D)(3) overlook the possibility of a remand by the appellate 
court. 
 

9. If the preliminary approval is granted, we need to set a fixed date for the final approval 
hearing. 

 
Responses to the above points should be filed by no later than one week before the continued 
hearing date.  If the September 14 date is inconvenient for counsel, a different date may be 
requested by the same means as contesting a tentative. 
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12.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC17-01079 
CASE NAME: HALE VS. SAN RAMON VALLEY U.S.D. 
HEARING ON MOTION TO COMPEL ANSWERS TO DEPOSITION QUESTIONS 
FILED BY DARLENE HALE 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
This discovery motion is continued to October 12, 2018, at 9:00 a.m. 
 
The Court is not confident that it sufficiently understands the details of what information is 
sought to be discovered, and in what form, and with what protections for third-party privacy 
rights.  The Court frankly would have preferred a more hands-on, detailed approach to these 
issues from the Facilitator.  This may require an extended Chambers conference to work out 
some detailed ground rules for going forward. 
 
In the meantime, however, defendant has filed a motion for judgment on the pleadings on a 
theory of failure to exhaust administrative remedies.  The discovery at issue would not bear on 
that contention.  The Court has not read that motion and should not be taken as signaling 
anything as to its outcome.  If it ends up being granted, however, it will dispose of this case 
without any need to conduct the detailed discovery conference that would otherwise seem to be 
necessary. 
 
Accordingly, the Court prefers to rule on the MJOP before taking up the discovery motion. 

  

13.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC17-01119 
CASE NAME: POZAR VS. SOLORIO 
SPECIAL SET HEARING ON DEMURRER TO PLAINTIFF DEANA POZAR'S AMENDMENT 
SET BY MARIA SOLORIO, JOSE SOLORIO 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
Defendants – and as noted below, it is not clear exactly who that means – have filed what they 
style as a demurrer to an amendment adding a new party as a Doe defendant.  The demurrer is 
overruled.  Defendant Jose Solorio, Sr. must serve and file an answer or other response to the 
complaint by September 7, 2018. 
 
This is a personal injury case involving a vehicle collision.  Plaintiff’s complaint alleges that on 
March 17, 2016, plaintiff was a pedestrian when she was struck by a vehicle driven by 
defendant Jose Concepcion Solorio.  (See Attachment to Complaint, at p. 2.)  On June 26, 2017 
plaintiff filed her form complaint for damages against the driver, Jose Solorio, and the vehicle’s 
registered owner, Maria Solorio.  The complaint also included Doe defendants 1-10. 
 
It then transpired that there was more to be said about the parties.  Plaintiff now understands 
that the driver of the vehicle at the time of the accident was Jose Solorio, Jr.  The owners of the 
vehicle are Maria Solorio and Jose Solorio, Sr.  Accordingly, plaintiff filed an amendment 
identifying Jose Solorio, Sr. as Doe 1. 
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There are several points to be made in response to the demurrer.  The first is that there is no 
such thing as a demurrer to an amendment.  Demurrers are made to pleadings.  The proper 
procedure would be a motion to strike. 
 
Second, it is not clear which defendants are filing this demurrer.  The papers identify the 
demurring parties as Maria Solorio and Jose Solorio.  As we have seen, however, that is 
ambiguous as to which Jose Solorio is demurring.  If the demurring Jose Solorio is the one 
already identified in the original complaint (i.e., Jr., the driver), then neither of the demurring 
defendants has standing to assert any defenses or objections belonging to the newly added 
Jose Solorio Sr.  Moreover, having already filed answers to the complaint, the original 
defendants are now procedurally barred from demurring. 
 
Third, procedural nuances aside, the procedure used by plaintiff here is utterly routine and 
kosher.  It is expressly permitted by Code of Civil Procedure § 474, and requires no leave of 
court.  Defendants do not cite or discuss § 474 in their papers, including their reply (after plaintiff 
pointed it out in her opposition).  The only arguable flaw in the procedure is that the original 
complaint does not allege with any specificity that any of the Does are co-owners of the vehicle.  
As that is made plain in the amendment, however, there is no mystery to defendants or the 
Court as to what is intended. 
 
Fourth, even if the amendment were procedurally improper (for example, in needing leave of 
court), such leave would undoubtedly be granted.  Defendants’ only argument to the contrary is 
that the complaint is barred as against Jose Solorio, Sr. by the statute of limitations.  That is not 
as clear as defendants seem to assume, given the liberal rules for relation-back of Doe 
amendments.  But the Court is not ruling on that issue now, which is not appropriately raised as 
a matter of leave to amend.  If Jose Solorio Sr. wants to raise that point, he may do so by 
demurrer to the complaint, and the Court will rule on it if necessary.  (Arguably Jose Sr. has 
already demurred, i.e. the present demurrer.  But the present demurrer does raise the limitations 
point, and in fairness Jose Sr. is entitled to litigate it if he chooses.  And after all, even if he 
could not do so by demurrer, he could do so by MJOP.) 
 
Fifth, in their reply defendants argue that the amendment is unneeded because the added party 
is already in the case.  What the heck does that mean?  And if it’s true, then why are defendants 
bothering to object to the amendment?  Perhaps defendants mean by this to try to sell the 
proposition that Jose Solorio, Jr. is not in the case.  But he’s answered, hasn’t he? 
 
Finally, the Court must observe that this is all a rather small storm in an even smaller teapot.  
Plaintiff has already sued the alleged driver and at least one of the alleged owners.  All that is at 
issue now is whether the second owner is also added in formally.  It is not at all clear to the 
Court that anything substantial and substantive will end up turning on that point.  The parties 
may want to rethink their tactical judgments about what is worth spending their clients’ money 
on here. 
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14.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC17-01200 
CASE NAME: AVALON VS. SOBAYO 
HEARING ON MOTION TO BE RELIEVED AS COUNSEL 
FILED BY NATHANIEL BASOLA SOBAYO, KINGSWAY CAPITAL PARTNERS, LLC 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
Counsel to appear in person for an in camera hearing as to the asserted grounds for withdrawal.  
Defendants personally are invited to appear and participate if they choose. 

  

15.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC17-01202 
CASE NAME: RAINIER CAPITAL VS LASKER 
HEARING ON MOTION TO COMPEL RESPONSE TO INTERROGATORIES 
FILED BY JOHN T. HESS, VICTORIA L. HESS 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
Defendants John Hess and Victoria Hess have filed three substantially identical motions to 
compel – one against each corporate plaintiff in this case.  In each such motion, the Hesses 
state that they served (1) a set of form interrogatories and (2) a set of requests for admission 
on each plaintiff.  Plaintiffs served purported responses to each such discovery request, 
including both substantive answers and various objections.  None of those responses, however, 
was verified. 
 
The Hesses’ motions raise two distinct sets of problems.  First, they correctly note (as plaintiffs 
effectively concede) that all of these responses were required to be verified, and were not.  
Second, they argue that even if plaintiffs provide verifications before hearing on the motions, 
many of the objections asserted in the responses are improper. 
 
Plaintiffs for their part have filed oppositions stating that they will serve verifications (as well as 
“revised” responses, though with no statement as to what is to be revised) before the hearing.  
The Court, however, has no confirmation that that has in fact occurred.  The Hesses’ reply says 
it has not. 
 
The Court’s ruling on each of these three motions comes in three parts. 
 
First:  All three motions are granted in part, as to verifications.  If they have not already done 
so (as they have promised), all plaintiffs are ordered to serve verifications to their respective 
responses to the form interrogatories and the requests for admission.  It is puzzling enough why 
such verifications were not timely provided with the original responses, as they should have 
been.  But the Court is simply dumbfounded as to why such verifications were not immediately 
sent by return mail as soon as the Hesses’ counsel pointed out the absence of verifications in 
meet-and-confer.  What possible excuse do plaintiffs have for agreeing to provide such 
verifications only after these motions were filed? 
 
And for that reason, the Court awards sanctions against plaintiffs’ counsel in the amount of $500 
per motion, or $1,500 total.  Such sanctions are payable to the Hesses’ counsel within 30 days 
after service of the Order After Hearing hereon. 
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Second:  In the event that plaintiffs have not served verifications by the time that this tentative 
ruling is posted, then plaintiffs are also ordered to serve further responses to the form 
interrogatories and requests for admission, without objections.  The Hesses’ motions assume 
that if plaintiffs serve verifications before the time of hearing, their various objections will be 
preserved (though still subject to dispute).  If plaintiffs still have not provided verifications by 
now, however, then all objections are deemed waived. 
 
Third:  Assuming that plaintiffs have provided verifications before the posting of this tentative, 
the Court declines to rule on the individual objections that are disputed in these motions.  This 
kind of detailed, point-by-point argument over discovery objections and scope of response is 
precisely the kind of dispute for which the Discovery Facilitator program is designed.  The 
Hesses filed these motions as “Exempt from the Facilitator Program”, without explanation but 
presumably on the basis that unverified responses are equivalent to no responses at all.  If the 
absence of verifications has been resolved in the interim, however, we are left with a dispute 
over objections that must be taken to a Facilitator, not to the Court in the first instance.  The 
Hesses are therefore authorized to proceed with revised motions in the Facilitator program. 
 
In that connection, the Facilitator is authorized to make a recommendation (if requested) as to 
whether sanctions are called for not only because of the substance of the discovery dispute, but 
also as to whether either side’s misconduct made these present motions necessary.  Plaintiffs 
are apparently offering some (unstated) revisions to their discovery responses as a result of the 
motions.  The proper time to be offering further discovery responses, however, would have been 
in meet-and-confer before anyone filed a motion to compel.  So did plaintiffs improperly fail to 
engage in meaningful meet-and-confer before the motions were filed?  If so, they may be liable 
for sanctions even if their (revised) discovery positions are justified, because their failure to meet 
and confer made these motions necessary.  Or, to the contrary, did the Hesses jump the gun in 
filing these motions without sufficient meet-and-confer?  If so, then the Hesses may conversely 
be liable for sanctions even if their discovery positions are justified.  All of that is left to the 
recommendation of the Facilitator, if either side requests it. 
 
Finally, the Court notes that as to all three of the present motions, the Silverman Declarations 
and the Requests for Judicial Notice do not comply with CRC 3.1110(f) and Local Rule 3.42 
concerning tabbing of exhibits.  Counsel is directed to review these rules and comply with them 
as to any future filings.  Failure to do so may result in rejection or disregard of nonconforming 
papers. 
 
The Court is in possession of a set of courtesy copies of the papers supporting one of these 
three motions, and the courtesy Silverman Declaration is properly tabbed.  It may be that the 
filing service incorrectly handed in the untabbed version as the to-be-filed copy, while treating 
the tabbed version as the courtesy copy.  However:  (1) The Court has no courtesy copies at all 
as to two of the three motions.  (2) The courtesy RJN is untabbed.  (3) If the intention was to 
provide a tabbed filing copy but an untabbed courtesy copy, that would be of little use.  The 
Court must either read the courtesy copy without tabs, or read the filed original with tabs – 
neither of which fits the purposes of both tabs and courtesy copies. 
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16.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC17-01202 
CASE NAME: RAINIER CAPITAL VS. LASKER 
HEARING ON MOTION TO COMPEL RESPONSES TO FORM INTERROGATORIES 
FILED BY JOHN T. HESS, VICTORIA L. HESS 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
See Line 15. 
 

  

17.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC17-01202 
CASE NAME: RAINIER CAPITAL VS. LASKER 
HEARING ON MOTION TO COMPEL RESPONSES TO FORM INTERROGATORIES 
FILED BY JOHN T. HESS, VICTORIA L. HESS 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
See Line 15. 
 

  

18.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC17-01709 
CASE NAME: WIND VS. SHANE 
HEARING ON MOTION TO STRIKE PURSUANT TO CCP 425.16 (Anti-SLAPP) 
FILED BY JOHN WIND, et al. 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
These motions have been continued to September 28, 2018. 

  

19.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC17-01709 
CASE NAME: WIND VS. SHANE 
HEARING ON MOTION TO STRIKE PURSUANT TO CCP 425.16 (Anti-SLAPP) 
FILED BY GEHL DESIGN BUILD, INC., MAHMOUD MIKE POURZAND 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
See Line 18. 
 

  

20.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC18-00279 
CASE NAME: N. CROCKETT  VS.  S. CROCKETT, SR. 
HEARING ON MOTION FOR ORDER VACATING AND SETTING ASIDE DEFAULT 
FILED BY STANLEY RAY CROCKETT SR. 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
Defendant’s motion for relief from default is denied.  However, there are further proceedings 
that may be necessary in the case. 
 
The parties are brothers, who jointly own a particular property.  Plaintiff Noel filed this action to 
partition and sell the property.  The petition, however, is incomplete in that it does not disclose 
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whether there are other lienholders or encumbrances on the property.  Those facts may be 
critical to whether partitioning and selling the property would be equitable or make sense. 
 
A proof of service of process was filed, showing that defendant Stanley was served personally 
on March 29, 2018.  Stanley’s default was entered on May 31. 
 
Stanley’s present motion does not state any facts supporting the conclusory assertion that he 
failed to answer due to mistake, surprise, or excusable neglect.  Rather, in his declaration he 
claims he was not properly served in the first place because the papers he was given were 
“incomplete”.  He does not say, however, what was missing from them, or why they did not give 
him adequate notice of the need to answer. 
 
Stanley also says the default was entered prematurely.  That is incorrect.  The default must be 
entered at least 30 days after the service occurred – not after the proof of service is filed. 
 
Further, as Noel points out, Stanley does not attach his proposed answer, nor does he indicate 
what his substantive position is concerning the proposed partition.  If he does not object to the 
partition, or if he does object but has no substantive defense, there is little point in vacating the 
default. 
 
The present motion is therefore denied.  The Court observes, however, that even with the 
default in place, plaintiff has work to do before he could obtain the order of partition he seeks.  
For starters, it is necessary to determine whether there are any lienholders or encumbrances 
out there, and if so, whether the amounts involved are such as might affect the equity or 
practicality of the partition and sale.  This might end up requiring the filing of an amended 
complaint – which would reopen the window for Stanley to answer. 
 
The Court notes that there is a Case Management Conference set for August 30.  That date 
was incorrectly chosen, as the Court does not conduct CMCs on Thursdays.  However, whether 
this motion is granted or denied, the Court does want to ascertain both parties’ intentions on 
what is going to happen to this property.  The CMC is therefore rescheduled for September 5, 
2018 at 8:30 a.m. 

  

21.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC18-00359 
CASE NAME: LACOME VS. WELLS 
HEARING ON JOINDER IN MOTION TO STRIKE 
FILED BY KELLY WELLS, DOLORES STREET COMMUNITY SERVICES, INC. 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
See Line 23. 
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22.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC18-00359 
CASE NAME: LACOME VS. WELLS 
HEARING ON MOTION TO STRIKE PLAINTIFF'S COMPLAINT (SPECIAL) 
FILED BY LILIAN LARIOS 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
See Line 23. 
 

  

23.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC18-00359 
CASE NAME: LACOME VS. WELLS 
HEARING ON MOTION TO STRIKE PLAINTIFF'S COMPLAINT 
FILED BY KELLY WELLS, DOLORES STREET COMMUNITY SERVICES, INC. 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
Defendants Kelly Wells, Dolores Street Community Services, and Lilian Larios have filed special 

motion to strike the complaint in this case, commonly known as anti-SLAPP motions.  The 

motions are granted, and the case is dismissed. 

There are some minor distinctions between the situations of Wells and Dolores (Wells’s 

employer), on one hand, and Larios on the other; where relevant those distinctions will be 

addressed.  Otherwise, the analysis applies equally to all defendants’ motions. 

Relevant Allegations 

Plaintiff Joseph LaCome is an attorney licensed to practice law in Texas and currently practicing 

immigration law in California.  (Comp. ¶7.)  He works on immigration cases, including with some 

detained clients at the West County Detention Facility in Richmond.  (Comp. ¶8.)  Defendant 

Kelly Wells is an attorney employed by Defendant Dolores Street Community Services, Inc.  

Wells represents Defendant Lillian Larios who is detained at the Richmond Facility.  (Comp. ¶2.)  

Although the complaint does not specifically allege that Wells is an attorney; there appears to be 

no dispute as to this fact. 

Plaintiff alleges that Wells directly, and with the help of Larios, made defamatory statements 

about Plaintiff to some of Plaintiff’s current and former clients at the Richmond Facility on 

January 7 and/or January 8, 2018.  (Comp. ¶¶ 9-11.)  Plaintiff alleges that Larios took a note 

with Plaintiff’s name on it around the Richmond Facility and showed it to several of plaintiff’s 

clients.  Larios would ask the individuals if Plaintiff was their lawyer and then state “‘no contratar’ 

(do not hire) the plaintiff because ‘[her] attorney (Wells) said [plaintiff] is an estafador and only 

wants your money.’”  (Comp. ¶10.)  Larios then directed plaintiff’s clients to go to a meeting 

room so that Wells could speak with them.  (Comp. ¶10.) 

Plaintiff alleges that in the meeting room, Wells made the following statements to plaintiff’s 

clients: 
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(1) Plaintiff took every case that was offered to him 
(2) Plaintiff was not a lawyer 
(3) Plaintiff only cared about getting paid 
(4) Plaintiff was an “estafador” (English: crook) 
(5) Defendant personally knew of a client of plaintiff[’s] from Honduras that plaintiff 

caused to be deported 
 

(Comp. ¶11.)  Plaintiff also alleges that Larios continued to repeat the statements made by 

Wells.  (Comp. ¶28.) 

Plaintiff alleges that none of the accusations has any basis in fact, and that these statements 

are false.  (Comp. ¶¶12, 31) 

Plaintiff has sued the defendants for (1) slander per se, (2) defamation (against Wells and Larios 

only), (3) respondeat superior (against Dolores only), (4) intentional interference with contractual 

relations, and (5) negligent interference with contractual relations.  Defendants responded to the 

complaint by filing special motions to strike under Code of Civil Procedure § 425.16. 

Section 425.16 

“Resolution of an anti-SLAPP motion [or special motion to strike] involves two steps.  First, the 

defendant must establish that the challenged claim arises from activity protected by section 

425.16.  [Citation.]  If the defendant makes the required showing, the burden shifts to the plaintiff 

to demonstrate the merit of the claim by establishing a probability of success.  We have 

described this second step as a ‘summary-judgment-like procedure.’  [Citation.]  The court does 

not weigh evidence or resolve conflicting factual claims.  Its inquiry is limited to whether the 

plaintiff has stated a legally sufficient claim and made a prima facie factual showing sufficient to 

sustain a favorable judgment.  It accepts the plaintiff's evidence as true, and evaluates the 

defendant's showing only to determine if it defeats the plaintiff's claim as a matter of law.”  

(Baral v. Schnitt (2016) 1 Cal.5th 376, 384-85.) 

Subdivision (e)(2) of § 425.16 lays out the scope of communications protected under the anti-

SLAPP statute: 

As used in this section, “act in furtherance of a person’s right of petition or free 

speech under the United States or California Constitution in connection with a 

public issue” includes: (1) any written or oral statement or writing made before a 

legislative, executive, or judicial proceeding, or any other official proceeding 

authorized by law, (2) any written or oral statement or writing made in connection 

with an issue under consideration or review by a legislative, executive, or judicial 

body, or any other official proceeding authorized by law, (3) any written or oral 

statement or writing made in a place open to the public or a public forum in 

connection with an issue of public interest, or (4) any other conduct in furtherance 
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of the exercise of the constitutional right of petition or the constitutional right of 

free speech in connection with a public issue or an issue of public interest. 

This statute commands that it must be “construed broadly” (§ 425.16(a)).  To that end, 

“[w]henever possible, [the courts] should interpret the First Amendment and section 425.16 in a 

manner favorable to the exercise of freedom of speech, not to its curtailment.”  (Wilbanks v. 

Wolk (2004) 121 Cal.App.4th 883, 893, quoting Briggs v. Eden Council for Hope & Opportunity 

(1999) 19 Cal.4th 1106, 1119 (some citations and quotations omitted).)  The statute “can and 

does apply to suits bearing very little relationship to SLAPP litigation….”  (Wilbanks, 121 

Cal.App.4th at 894.) 

Defendants Wells and Dolores contend that Wells’s alleged conduct is protected under 

provisions (e)(2), (3), and (4).  Defendant Larios contends that her alleged conduct is protected 

under provisions (e)(1), (2), and (4).  Two of these can be disposed of quickly.  There is no 

communication involved in this case that was made “before a … proceeding”, so provision (e)(1) 

is inapplicable.  Likewise, no communication involved here was made in any public forum or 

place open to the public, so provision (e)(3) is inapplicable.  The other two provisions require 

lengthier analysis. 

Protected Activity:  (2) Statements in Connection with an Issue in a Proceeding 

Larios argues that provisions (e)(1) and (2) apply to communications between her and her 

attorney, Wells.  But plaintiff is not suing Larios for what Larios said to her attorney.  Plaintiff is 

suing Larios for what she is alleged to have said to other detainees at the Richmond Facility, 

who were not clients of Wells. 

Wells (and Dolores) argue that subsection (e)(2) applies here because Wells was asking 

questions about plaintiff in order to determine if she should file a complaint against plaintiff with 

the Texas state bar.  Thus, Wells argues that her conduct constitutes statements made in 

connection with an official proceeding (i.e., a state bar complaint).  Further, she argues that she 

was warning other inmates about concerns over plaintiff’s legal services. 

The Court agrees with Wells that state bar complaints are “official proceedings” under the anti-

SLAPP statutes.  In Lebbos v. State Bar (1985) 165 Cal.App.3d 656, 667-69, the court found 

that state bar complaints are official proceedings under Civil Code § 47 and communications 

made in connection with those proceedings are absolutely privileged.  Here, the Court will follow 

Lebbos and find that if Wells had made a state bar complaint, then it would constitute a 

communication made in connection with an official proceeding under § 425.16(e)(2).  The fact 

that the bar involved was in another state is of no consequence. 

The complaint naturally does not allege that Wells was contemplating or preparing for any state 

bar complaint, nor does it allege that she was gathering any information about plaintiff.  It 

alleges, rather, that Wells and Larios made statements about plaintiff.  On an anti-SLAPP 

motion, however, the Court is not limited (demurrer-style) to the four corners of what the plaintiff 
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alleges.  The movants cannot try to rewrite or reshape the plaintiff’s cause of action for him, 

arguing that his claim is really something other than what it purports to be.  (See Central Valley 

Hospitalists v. Dignity Health (2018) 19 Cal.App.5th 203, 217-19.)  But the statute itself requires 

that “the court shall consider the pleadings, and supporting and opposing affidavits stating the 

facts upon which the liability or defense is based”, § 425.16(b)(2).  (And see Slauson 

Partnership v. Ochoa (2003) 112 Cal.App.4th 1005, 1021 (“nothing in the statute or case law 

suggests that the factual analysis for ruling on the motion must be frozen in time on the date the 

complaint is filed”).)  That is important in the protected-activity step of analysis as well as the 

probability-of-success step.  “We do not evaluate the first prong of the anti-SLAPP test solely 

through the lens of a plaintiff’s cause of action.”  (Hecimovich v. Encinal School PTO (2012) 203 

Cal.App.4th 450, 465, quoting Stewart v. Rolling Stone (2010) 181 Cal.App.4th 664, 679.)  Both 

the context and the purpose of a communication may be critical in determining whether that 

communication is protected.  A plaintiff’s complaint, however, may well not disclose the basis on 

which a communication may be protected by the anti-SLAPP statute – both because the 

plaintiff’s own perception of the defendant’s actions may be skewed or constricted, and because 

artful drafting of a complaint can conceal the key facts as to protected status. 

Here, Wells’s evidence shows that there were two related things going on in her 

communications (both direct and through Larios) with inmates who were not her clients.  First, 

she was considering whether to file a state bar complaint against plaintiff, and was thus talking 

to his clients to gather information relevant to such a potential complaint.  Second, she was 

concerned that the legal interests of her addressees may not have been properly represented 

by plaintiff, and she sought to warn them of that concern.  Plaintiff of course doesn’t think there 

was any basis for either a state bar complaint or any concerns about his representation, but he 

offers no evidence suggesting that Wells’s purposes were anything other than what she says 

they were.  And plaintiff’s own evidence readily shows that one of Wells’s principal purposes 

was warning other inmates about plaintiff. 

Wells and Larios deny that they actually made some of the statements the complaint imputes to 

them.  That, however, is a consideration for the second step of analysis, probability of success.  

For purposes of the protected-activity step, we must look to what communications form the 

basis of plaintiff’s claims – that is, the communications he alleges to have occurred. 

Wells had not made a complaint to the state bar at the time she made the alleged defamatory 

statements (and she still hasn’t, saying that this lawsuit has successfully deterred her).  It is not 

necessary that an official proceeding be actually pending at the time of the communications, 

however.  “[C]ommunications preparatory to or in anticipation of the bringing of an action or 

other official proceeding are within the protection of the litigation privilege of Civil Code section 

47, subdivision (b) … [and] such statements are equally entitled to the benefits of section 

425.16.”  (Briggs, 19 Cal.4th at 1115 (citations omitted).)  Wells also points out that “a statement 

is ‘in connection with’ litigation under section 425.16, subdivision (e)(2) if it relates to the 

substantive issues in the litigation and is directed to persons having some interest in the 

litigation.”  (Neville v. Chudacoff (2008) 160 Cal.App.4th 1255, 1266.) 
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In Neville, for example, the communication at issue was a company’s letter to its customers, 

asserting that a former employee had breached his contract and misappropriated trade secrets.  

The letter warned the customers that if they patronized the ex-employee, they might become 

embroiled in the future litigation against him.  The company’s lawsuit was not filed until some 

four months thereafter, but the court was satisfied that the company intended in good faith to file 

it.  It held that this communication was protected under (e)(2).  “[A]lthough litigation may not 

have commenced, if a statement ‘concern[s] the subject of the dispute’ and is made ‘in 

anticipation of litigation ‘contemplated in good faith and under serious consideration”’ [citations] 

the statement may be petitioning activity protected by section 425.16.”  160 Cal.App.4th at 1268.  

Similarly, in Dove Audio v. Rosenfeld, Meyer & Susman (1996) 47 Cal.App.4th 777, a law firm 

intended to file a report with the state Attorney General asserting that an audiobook firm had 

underpaid royalties to charities arising from several celebrities’ work.  The firm had contacted 

other celebrities to investigate the claim, and wrote a letter to them soliciting their support for the 

report to the AG.  The court held that the letter was a protected communication in connection 

with the prospective AG report. 

Investigation in preparation for potential protected speech (as distinct from the subsequent 

speech itself) has been held to be within the protected sphere, even where the speech itself is 

not the basis for the lawsuit.  In Lieberman v. KCOP Television (2003) 110 Cal.App.4th 156, the 

cause of action rested solely on the investigation rather than the speech – an alleged illegal 

secret recording, in violation of Penal Code § 632.  The court held that because the recording 

was in preparation for a concededly protected broadcast, it too was protected activity.  (And see 

Taus v. Loftus (2007) 40 Cal.4th 683, 712-13.) 

Wells’s arguments that she was investigating for a state bar complaint run into a superficial 

problem based on the complaint’s allegations:  The complaint does not rest on any 

communications that Wells gathered from third persons in the course of her investigation.  It 

rests on the communications that she and Larios allegedly made to third persons about plaintiff.  

That distinction, however, is more formal than realistic.  Anyone who has ever read the 

transcript of a police interrogation, or even watched a “police procedural” on TV, understands 

that investigation involves some give-and-take of information.  It is reasonable that in asking 

inmates about her concerns over plaintiff’s representation, Wells would likely have made some 

statement about what those concerns were.  To focus only on her statements, and ignore the 

fact-gathering context in which they were allegedly made, is like reading an interrogation 

transcript edited to present only the cops’ statements. 

There is another factual problem with the investigation theory that gives a little more pause.  In 

Neville and Dove the persons making the communications had already definitely decided to 

proceed with the future formal proceedings.  Here, Wells says only that she was genuinely and 

in good faith considering whether she should file state bar complaint against plaintiff.  The 

parties have cited no case on whether (b)(2)’s protection extends to communications made in 

the course of deciding whether or not to pursue a formal proceeding.  The Court concludes that 

it should so extend, at least in some cases.  If a communication is can be “in connection with” an 

issue in a formal proceeding that hasn’t commenced yet but is firmly planned, it is no great 
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stretch to say that a communication can be “in connection with” such an issue in a formal 

proceeding that is seriously contemplated but still under factual investigation or consideration.  It 

does not serve the purposes of the anti-SLAPP statute to rule, in effect, that to be protected you 

must make a firm decision to sue (or complain, or file, etc.) before you know for sure that you’ve 

got a factual basis for suing.  Such a rule would not only encourage premature filing decisions, 

but could also seriously chill protected communications by deterring them in utero, so to speak. 

Further, it is significant that Wells’s declaration makes it clear that she had not decided whether 

to proceed with a formal complaint – but that is not the same thing as showing that she had not 

formed a view about whether there could be grounds for one.  On the latter point, Wells’s 

dealings with plaintiff concerning plaintiff’s representation of “R” were sufficient to convince her 

that there were serious problems.  This case is thus not like one where a potential plaintiff has 

no idea whether there might be grounds for a proceeding but is sniffing around looking for some 

grounds. 

The Court notes that this “investigation for a state bar complaint” theory applies most directly to 

Wells and Dolores.  It is less clear that it would apply to Larios, or at least to statements Larios 

allegedly made outside of the conference room meeting. 

Any uncertainty about the investigation branch of this analysis is eased by turning to the other 

branch of defendants’ purpose in making the alleged statements – Wells’s and Larios’s intention 

of warning other inmates of their concerns about plaintiff’s representation.  Although Wells had 

not decided whether to proceed with a state bar complaint, the record is fairly clear that before 

she made the alleged tortious statements, she and Larios already had substantial concerns 

about the quality and reliability of the representation plaintiff provides to his clients.  They were 

conveying those concerns to those clients – the very people who would be most vitally 

interested in hearing them. 

In that respect this case is like Neville:  The speakers are warning actual or potential customers 

of the plaintiff (there, the ex-employee; here, Mr. LaCome) about litigation-related reasons why 

the customers should be concerned about doing business with the plaintiff.  Here, moreover, the 

connection to formal proceedings is far clearer than it was in Neville.  In Neville, the formal 

proceeding was an as-yet-unfiled lawsuit in which the customers would be involved only 

indirectly.  Here, the communications (as alleged in plaintiff’s complaint) were direct advocacy of 

what the audience members (inmates) should do in connection with their own pending 

immigration cases. 

Protected Activity:  (4) Issues of Public Interest 

Section 426.16(e)(4) states that protected activity includes “any other conduct in furtherance of 

the exercise of the constitutional right of petition or the constitutional right of free speech in 

connection with a public issue or an issue of public interest.” 
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Defendants’ statements were made at various locations inside the Richmond Facility, and the 

Court is not convinced that this qualifies as a public forum.  However, “subdivision (e)(4) applies 

to private communications concerning issues of public interest” and does not require a public 

forum.  (Terry v. Davis Community Church (2005) 131 Cal.App.4th 1534, 1545, 1546.)  Thus, 

this Court’s main concern here is with whether the statements made by Wells and Larios 

involved issues of public interest. 

Whether a matter is an issue of public interest is construed broadly.  (Gilbert v. Sykes (2007) 

147 Cal.App.4th 13, 23; see Rivera v. First DataBank, Inc. (2010) 187 Cal.App.4th 709, 716.)  

An issue of public interest is “any issue in which the public is interested.”  (Rivera, 187 

Cal.App.4th at 716, quoting Nygård v. Uusi-Kerttula (2008) 159 Cal.App.4th 1027, 1042.)  There 

are three common situations where an issue is one of public interest per the anti-SLAPP statute: 

“(1) the subject of the statement or activity precipitating the claim was a person or entity in the 

public eye; (2) the statement or activity precipitating the claim involved conduct that could affect 

large numbers of people beyond the direct participants; or (3) the statement or activity 

precipitating the claim involved a topic of widespread public interest.”  (Wilbanks, 121 

Cal.App.4th at 898.) 

There is little room for doubt that the quality of legal representation provided to detained 

immigrants is a topic of public interest.  That subject has been discussed in the press and other 

media, as part of the broader debate over immigration policy generally and the Trump 

Administration’s detention policies more particularly.  In particular, defendants’ evidence shows 

that there is a widespread concern (especially within the relevant professional community) about 

predatory lawyers victimizing detained immigrants and their families.  And even if legal 

treatment of immigrants weren’t a prominent political and social topic, the case law reflects that 

the category of public interest issues under provision (e)(4) extends to warnings and debate 

over the quality of consumer goods and services generally, particularly where professional 

services are involved, even if they are not “hot topics” in the news.  (E.g., Wilbanks, 121 

Cal.App.4th 883 (viatical settlements company); Carver v. Bonds (2005) 135 Cal.App.4th 328 

(doctor); Chaker v. Mateo (2012) 209 Cal.App.4th 1138 (forensics business); Healthsmart 

Pacific v. Kabateck (2016) 7 Cal.App.5th 416 (medical implants).) 

Wells and Larios weren’t debating or investigating a widespread or general problem of adequate 

legal representation of detained immigrants.  They were focused only on a single lawyer, whom 

they accused or suspected of underrepresenting and cheating his own limited clientele.  But that 

does not remove their communications from the rubric of the broader issue of public concern.  

The same was true of many of the cases cited above.  While the speaker in Wilbanks was an 

activist on the subject of viaticals generally, she was being sued specifically for raising concerns 

about the honesty of a single seller.  In Carver the topic wasn’t the honesty of doctors’ 

advertising in general, but the falsity of a specific doctor’s claims that he’d treated famous 

professional athletes.  In Chaker, a single businessman was being labeled as a dishonest 

person (and that for reasons not connected with his business).  The point is that discussing a 

topic of public concern does not necessarily mean taking on the whole world, or even a whole 

industry.  If questions of honesty or effectiveness are raised as to a single seller or practitioner, 
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that can be as much a topic of public interest as if the speaker seeks widespread reform of a 

marketplace problem in general.  A small piece of a bigger picture is still part of the bigger 

picture. 

By contrast, in Bikkina v. Mahadevan (2015) 241 Cal.App.4th 70, the problem was not the size 

of the piece of the picture, but what the picture was.  A scholar was accused of plagiarism and 

sloppy research practices.  The court held that those issues are not topics of public interest 

generally.  The defendant tried to rescue his claims by asserting that the research in question 

related to the issue of climate change.  The court rejected the argument, because the criticisms 

didn’t speak at all to the climate-change issue, even on a small scale.  The research allegations 

weren’t part of the claimed bigger picture. 

It can hardly be denied that the concerns raised by Wells and Larios would be a topic of public 

interest if they arose in (say) an exposé by a newspaper or a TV news program (“Lawyer 

Accused of Ripping Off Detainees – Tonight at Eleven!”).  (A number of such news items are 

included in defendants’ evidence, though not about plaintiff in particular.)  But again, one not 

need be addressing the wide world from a soapbox to qualify as speaking on a topic of public 

concern.  In Hecimovich, 203 Cal.App.4th 450, for example, the broad topic was the quality and 

safety of coaching for youth athletics.  The particular accusations, however, were limited to 

concerns over a single coach, and the audience addressed was limited to the immediate 

community involved.  Nevertheless, the accusations were held to be on a topic of public 

concern.  As Hecimovich explained, “the suitability of [defendant’s] coaching style was a matter 

of public interest among the parents.”  (Id. at 467.)  Similarly, in Cross v. Cooper (2011) 197 

Cal.App.4th 357, and Mendoza v. ADP Screening and Selection Services (2010) 182 

Cal.App.4th 1644, the broader topic was identification and location of sex-offender registrants, 

but the audiences were limited to a single realtor and a single prospective employer.  The 

communications were nevertheless held to be within the public-interest category. 

Admittedly the precedents are not perfectly harmonious in this respect.  In Mann v. Quality Old 

Time Service (2004) 120 Cal.App.4th 90, 111 (overruled in part by Baral v. Schnitt (2016) 1 

Cal.5th 376), accusations that a company was dumping toxic chemicals were held to relate only 

to “specific business practices” rather than the broader topics of pollution and public health, at 

least with respect to interference torts (though the same accusations were confusingly held 

protected as to defamation torts, id. at 103-05).  The holding is out of harmony with the general 

trend of the case law.  Again, in Consumer Justice Center v. Trimedica Int’l (2003) 107 

Cal.App.4th 595, the court held that advertising claims for an herbal supplement were not 

statements on a topic of public interest.  Notably, though, there challenged speech was purely 

commercial, and the speaker was being sued for its own allegedly false advertising.  Query 

whether the result would have been the same if the lawsuit had been inverted – the seller suing 

the critic for accusing the seller of false product claims.  The critic’s accusations would seem to 

fit far better with the consumer-information category of public interest than did the seller’s 

advertising.  This case is basically the case against the critic (as in Wilbanks or Carver) rather 

than the case against the seller (as in Consumer Justice Center). 
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(Also note that the Supreme Court has granted review on the issue of whether commercial 

motives make a difference in anti-SLAPP motions.  (See FilmOn.com v. Doubleverify, No. 

S244157.)  The Court does not think that grant bears on the present motion.) 

Therefore, the Court concludes that the conduct of both Defendants Larios and Wells (and 

Dolores) constitutes protected activity. 

Commercial Speech Exemption 

Plaintiff argues that even if there is protected activity, the commercial speech exception applies.  

Code of Civil Procedure § 425.17(c) exempts the application of § 425.16 from cases involving 

commercial speech.  In Simpson Strong-Tie Co. v. Gore (2010) 49 Cal.4th 12, 30, our Supreme 

Court explained when this exemption applies: 

(1) the cause of action is against a person primarily engaged in the business of 

selling or leasing goods or services; (2) the cause of action arises from a 

statement or conduct by that person consisting of representations of fact about 

that person's or a business competitor's business operations, goods, or services; 

(3) the statement or conduct was made either for the purpose of obtaining 

approval for, promoting, or securing sales or leases of, or commercial 

transactions in, the person's goods or services or in the course of delivering the 

person's goods or services; and (4) the intended audience for the statement or 

conduct meets the definition set forth in section 425.17(c)(2). 

Obviously this exemption cannot apply to Larios.  Neither does it apply to Wells or Dolores.  

They are not “primarily engaged in the business of selling … services”.  On the contrary, the 

uncontradicted evidence shows that they provide only pro bono services to persons who cannot 

afford to hire lawyers.  For similar reasons, Dolores and plaintiff are not commercial competitors.  

Their markets are mutually exclusive:  Although plaintiff says he does provide some pro bono 

representation, as far as his business goes he works for paying clients, while Dolores works 

only for non-paying clients.  Plaintiff does not argue that this exemption applies because he and 

Dolores “compete” for pro bono clients. 

This case is similar to, but stronger than, Taheri Law Group v. Evans (2008) 160 Cal.App.4th 

482, 490-92.  The court there held that the commercial speech exemption does not apply to 

lawyer A’s approach to a client of lawyer B raising questions about the quality of B’s 

representation of the client, and soliciting the client to fire B and hire A.  The court stated that 

while there is some commercial aspect to that situation, the solicitation is “the very sort of 

activity the anti-SLAPP statute is intended to cover”.  Id. at 491.  The facts here fit the Taheri 

pattern, with two exceptions that only prove more strongly that the exemption does not apply.  

First, plaintiff and Wells are not commercial competitors.  Second, Wells was not soliciting the 

inmates to retain herself as their attorney; she was simply warning them about what she 

believed to be the poor representation they were receiving from plaintiff. 
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Probability of Prevailing 

Because the complaint involves protected activity, the burden shifts to Plaintiff to show a 

probability of prevailing on the merits.  The Court considers whether “plaintiff has stated a legally 

sufficient claim and made a prima facie factual showing sufficient to sustain a favorable 

judgment”.  (Baral, 1 Cal.5th at 385.)  The Court “accepts the plaintiff's evidence as true, and 

evaluates the defendant's showing only to determine if it defeats the plaintiff's claim as a matter 

of law.”  (Ibid.)  The plaintiff “must demonstrate that his claim is legally sufficient [and] that it is 

supported by a sufficient prima facie showing, one made with ‘competent and admissible 

evidence’”.  (Barker v. Fox & Associates (2015) 240 Cal.App.4th 333, 348.) 

Plaintiff makes no argument about his causes of action other than defamation.  As to the 

defamation claims, even ignoring potentially applicable privileges, he does not show a 

probability of prevailing. 

First as to Larios, plaintiff provides no sufficient evidence that she made any of the alleged 

defamatory statements.  The closest he comes is Largo’s statement that Larios “continued 

repeating Wells’ defamatory statements”.  That is hopelessly unspecific as to what Larios said, 

and when, and to whom.  Even in a pleading, a defamation plaintiff must specify the particular 

statements alleged to be defamatory.  (Gilbert v. Sykes (2007) 147 Cal.App.4th 13, 32; Vogel v. 

Felice (2005) 127 Cal.App.4th 1006, 1017 n.3.)  This vague testimony would not get plaintiff 

past demurrer as to Larios, let alone summary judgment. 

As to Wells, plaintiff does offer testimony from several people who say that they heard her make 
various statements, as alleged in the complaint:  that plaintiff “took every case that was offered 
to him”; that he was not a lawyer; that he “cared only about getting paid”; that he is an estafador 
(crook or swindler); and that Wells personally knew of a client of plaintiff’s from Honduras that 
Plaintiff caused to be deported because he didn’t care. 

Of these, however, only one constitutes a factual assertion that could support a defamation 
claim, namely the assertion that plaintiff is not a lawyer.  Plaintiff’s declarants, however, assure 
the Court that they did not believe any such accusation against plaintiff.  Plaintiff presents no 
evidence of anyone who actually believed that plaintiff is not a lawyer due to Wells’s alleged 
statements.  That is sufficient to show that that one factual assertion cannot support a 
defamation tort claim. 

The case law shows that general character accusation, while undeniably adverse to the subject, 
is not concrete or provable/disprovable to be the subject of a defamation tort. 

To state a defamation claim that survives a First Amendment challenge, thus, a 
plaintiff must present evidence of a statement of fact that is “provably false.” 
(Seelig, supra, 97 Cal.App.4th 798, 809, citing Milkovich v. Lorain Journal Co. 
(1990) 497 U.S. 1, 20.) “‘Statements do not imply a provably false factual 
assertion and thus cannot form the basis of a defamation action if they cannot 
“‘reasonably [be] interpreted as stating actual facts’ about an individual.” 
[Citations.] Thus, “rhetorical hyperbole,” “vigorous epithet[s],” “lusty and 

https://advance.lexis.com/search/?pdmfid=1000516&crid=c4c20490-6154-4332-9a43-528f643b5f5b&pdsearchterms=159+cal+app+4th+1048&pdstartin=hlct%3A1%3A1&pdtypeofsearch=searchboxclick&pdsearchtype=SearchBox&pdqttype=and&pdpsf=&pdquerytemplateid=&ecomp=z8-L9kk&earg=pdpsf&prid=6916e8ec-08eb-49ce-a39a-5e204791f0fe
https://advance.lexis.com/search/?pdmfid=1000516&crid=c4c20490-6154-4332-9a43-528f643b5f5b&pdsearchterms=159+cal+app+4th+1048&pdstartin=hlct%3A1%3A1&pdtypeofsearch=searchboxclick&pdsearchtype=SearchBox&pdqttype=and&pdpsf=&pdquerytemplateid=&ecomp=z8-L9kk&earg=pdpsf&prid=6916e8ec-08eb-49ce-a39a-5e204791f0fe
https://advance.lexis.com/search/?pdmfid=1000516&crid=c4c20490-6154-4332-9a43-528f643b5f5b&pdsearchterms=159+cal+app+4th+1048&pdstartin=hlct%3A1%3A1&pdtypeofsearch=searchboxclick&pdsearchtype=SearchBox&pdqttype=and&pdpsf=&pdquerytemplateid=&ecomp=z8-L9kk&earg=pdpsf&prid=6916e8ec-08eb-49ce-a39a-5e204791f0fe
https://advance.lexis.com/search/?pdmfid=1000516&crid=c4c20490-6154-4332-9a43-528f643b5f5b&pdsearchterms=159+cal+app+4th+1048&pdstartin=hlct%3A1%3A1&pdtypeofsearch=searchboxclick&pdsearchtype=SearchBox&pdqttype=and&pdpsf=&pdquerytemplateid=&ecomp=z8-L9kk&earg=pdpsf&prid=6916e8ec-08eb-49ce-a39a-5e204791f0fe
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imaginative expression[s] of … contempt,” and language used “in a loose, 
figurative sense” have all been accorded constitutional protection. [Citations.]’ 
(Ferlauto v. Hamsher (1999) 74 Cal.App.4th 1394, 1401.) The dispositive 
question after [Milkovich v. Lorain Journal Co., supra, 497 U.S. 1], is whether a 
reasonable trier of fact could conclude that the published statements imply a 
provably false factual assertion. (Moyer v. Amador Valley J. Union High School 
Dist. (1990) 225 Cal. App. 3d 720, 724.)” (Seelig, supra, at p. 809.) 

Nygård, 159 Cal.App.4th at 1048.  Thus, the court held that various colorful criticisms of an 
employer’s exploitative and callous treatment of employees were not actionable statements of 
fact.  (Id. at 1052-53.)  Similarly, in GetFugu, Inc. v. Patton Boggs (2013) 220 Cal.App.4th 141, 
156, a statement that a business is operated for the benefit of its officers and directors, not 
shareholders and employees, was held to be an expression of subjective opinion as to 
corporate governance, and hence not an actionable assertion of fact for defamation purposes.  
In Chaker, the overall thrust of the assertedly defamatory statements was that the plaintiff is a 
dishonest and scary person.  The court concluded that such an appraisal was “nothing more 
than a negative, but nonactionable opinion”.  (209 Cal.App.4th at 1149.) 

These principles have been applied specifically to criticisms of the quality of legal representation 
and the ethical standards of individual lawyers.  (E.g., Ferlauto v. Hamsher (1999) 74 
Cal.App.4th 1394; James v. San Jose Mercury News (1993) 17 Cal.App.4th 1; Partington v. 
Bugliosi (9th Cir. 1995) 56 F.3d 1147; Lewis v. Time Inc. (9th Cir. 1983) 710 F.2d 549.) 

The various statements imputed to Wells (other than the “not a lawyer” accusation, discussed 
above), assuming they were made, are nonactionable on their face.  Taking them in the sense 
least favorable to plaintiff’s character (and hence most favorable to his defamation claims), they 
are characterizations of plaintiff as an unethical lawyer who puts his own financial interests first 
and doesn’t care about his clients’ interests.  That is the kind of general opinion or 
characterization held to be nonactionable in the above case law.  The statement that plaintiff 
takes every case offered to him, for example, is not defamatory in itself (it could be said of many 
starting or struggling lawyers).  It becomes defamatory only if taken to mean that plaintiff is 
greedy, and/or that he doesn’t adequately represent his clients because his case load is too 
large – which are expressions of opinion, not fact.  The epithet “estafador”, if taken generally, is 
no more a provable (or disprovable) fact than calling someone dishonest, or a crook, or a cheat 
– none of which is concrete enough to amount to defamation.  The word may by implication be 
taken more specifically as referring to accepting fees for little or no actual legal service; but 
again, that rests on an opinion as to the quality of his legal representation.  Even as to the 
Honduran client, the alleged statement is very vague as to how plaintiff supposedly “caused” the 
client to be deported, but it apparently means that his representation was lackluster or 
inadequate – an opinion.  And it asserts only an unprovable opinion as to plaintiff’s reasons for 
“causing” the deportation (“because he didn’t care”). 

Thus, even without considering any issues of privilege, plaintiff simply has not shown an 
adequate legal or factual basis for his defamation claims as a matter of straight tort law.  The 
Court therefore finds it unnecessary to decide the further questions of whether the alleged 
statements, if otherwise actionable, would nevertheless be shielded by the litigation privilege 
(Civil Code § 47(b)) or common interest privilege (§ 47(c)). 

https://advance.lexis.com/search/?pdmfid=1000516&crid=c4c20490-6154-4332-9a43-528f643b5f5b&pdsearchterms=159+cal+app+4th+1048&pdstartin=hlct%3A1%3A1&pdtypeofsearch=searchboxclick&pdsearchtype=SearchBox&pdqttype=and&pdpsf=&pdquerytemplateid=&ecomp=z8-L9kk&earg=pdpsf&prid=6916e8ec-08eb-49ce-a39a-5e204791f0fe
https://advance.lexis.com/search/?pdmfid=1000516&crid=c4c20490-6154-4332-9a43-528f643b5f5b&pdsearchterms=159+cal+app+4th+1048&pdstartin=hlct%3A1%3A1&pdtypeofsearch=searchboxclick&pdsearchtype=SearchBox&pdqttype=and&pdpsf=&pdquerytemplateid=&ecomp=z8-L9kk&earg=pdpsf&prid=6916e8ec-08eb-49ce-a39a-5e204791f0fe
https://advance.lexis.com/search/?pdmfid=1000516&crid=c4c20490-6154-4332-9a43-528f643b5f5b&pdsearchterms=159+cal+app+4th+1048&pdstartin=hlct%3A1%3A1&pdtypeofsearch=searchboxclick&pdsearchtype=SearchBox&pdqttype=and&pdpsf=&pdquerytemplateid=&ecomp=z8-L9kk&earg=pdpsf&prid=6916e8ec-08eb-49ce-a39a-5e204791f0fe
https://advance.lexis.com/search/?pdmfid=1000516&crid=c4c20490-6154-4332-9a43-528f643b5f5b&pdsearchterms=159+cal+app+4th+1048&pdstartin=hlct%3A1%3A1&pdtypeofsearch=searchboxclick&pdsearchtype=SearchBox&pdqttype=and&pdpsf=&pdquerytemplateid=&ecomp=z8-L9kk&earg=pdpsf&prid=6916e8ec-08eb-49ce-a39a-5e204791f0fe
https://advance.lexis.com/search/?pdmfid=1000516&crid=c4c20490-6154-4332-9a43-528f643b5f5b&pdsearchterms=159+cal+app+4th+1048&pdstartin=hlct%3A1%3A1&pdtypeofsearch=searchboxclick&pdsearchtype=SearchBox&pdqttype=and&pdpsf=&pdquerytemplateid=&ecomp=z8-L9kk&earg=pdpsf&prid=6916e8ec-08eb-49ce-a39a-5e204791f0fe
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Discovery Request 

Upon the filing of a special motion to strike, all discovery proceedings are stayed.  (Code of Civil 

Procedure § 425.16(g).)  However, “[t]he court, on noticed motion and for good cause shown, 

may order that specified discovery be conducted notwithstanding this subdivision.”  (Ibid.) 

In his oppositions, plaintiff requests a continuance for discovery.  He makes no noticed motion.  

That procedural point aside, moreover, he shows no good cause.  He offers not the slightest hint 

as to what discovery he proposes to take, or why he needs it, or why it might be expected to 

change the outcome of these motions. 

Objections to Evidence 

The following objections to plaintiff’s evidence are sustained:  Objections 2-5, 9-11, and 15-17 to 

the LaCome Declaration; Objection 1 to the Diaz Gomez Declaration.  All other objections are 

overruled.  Plaintiff makes no objections to defendants’ evidence. 

  

24.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC18-00359 
CASE NAME: LACOME VS. WELLS 
CASE MANAGEMENT CONFERENCE 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
In light of the dismissal of this case (Line 23), this CMC is vacated. 

  

25.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC18-00389 
CASE NAME: PROTHRO VS. CITY OF RICHMOND 
HEARING ON DEMURRER TO COMPLAINT 
FILED BY CITY OF RICHMOND, et al. 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
Defendants demur to the complaint.  The demurrer is unopposed, and it is sustained without 
leave to amend.  The action will be dismissed. 
 
This is a wrongful death action against the City of Richmond, the Office of Neighborhood Safety 
(an agency of the City), and Devone Boggan (an ONS employee).  The entirety of the 
complaint’s factual allegations is as follows (block capitals omitted): 
 

Plaintiffs’ decedent, Jovante Prothro, was shot and killed by Dewaun Rice.  The 
City of Richmond, the Office of Neighborhood Safety and/or Devone Boggan 
knew or should have known that Dawaun Rice was a danger to the public at 
large at [sic] more particularly, plaintiffs’ decedent.  Defendants and each of them 
had information that should have been brought to the police department 
regarding the violent and criminal past of Dewaun Rice and failed to do so.  The 
City of Richmond through the Office of Neighborhood Safety enabled Dewaun 
Rice to continue with his violent and criminal past.  The City of Richmond, Office 
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of Neighborhood Safety and/or Devone Boggan knew or should have known and 
had information that could have prevented the fatal shooting of plaintiffs’ 
decedent and failed to disclose it. 

 
At the outset, even if the kind of cause of action plaintiffs assert here could exist in law, these 
allegations would be facially insufficient to plead it.  There is no allegation of what information in 
particular defendants knew; how they knew it; or what they could have done with the 
information.  The complaint alleges conclusorily that Rice was a danger to the decedent in 
particular, but it does not assert that defendants had any duty to warn the decedent himself 
about Rice.  It asserts only that defendants ought to have warned the police department.  But 
that assumes, first, that the police did not already know about Rice, which seems unlikely if he 
had such a marked violent and criminal past.  And second:  If the police had been warned, what 
do plaintiffs contemplate that the police could have done about it?  Arrest Rice when no crime 
had been committed yet?  Provide a bodyguard for the decedent? 
 
The complaint is also deficient in failing to identify any statutory basis for public-agency or 
public-employee liability. 
 
If those were the complaint’s only defects, it might be appropriate to grant leave to amend.  But 
more fundamentally, plaintiffs cannot articulate any basis on which defendants owed a tort duty 
concerning Rice’s potential criminal acts.  Defendants argue this principally as a matter of 
whether they owed any duty to “control” Rice’s conduct.  The Court does not take that to be the 
thrust of plaintiffs’ theory, which instead focuses entirely on failure to warn.  But neither do 
plaintiffs articulate any basis for a duty to warn – even as to warning a particular known and 
foreseeable target, let alone (as plaintiffs allege) a general and unfocused duty to warn law 
enforcement authorities.  (See, e.g., Thompson v. County of Alameda (1980) 27 Cal.3d 741.)  
And again, plaintiffs articulate no cognizable theory of proximate causation between defendants’ 
alleged failure to warn the police generally, and the actual killing of a particular victim. 
 
As defendants point out, moreover, allowing a cause of action along these lines could be fatal to 
any governmental efforts to work with past or potential criminals to rehabilitate them and turn 
them toward law-abiding lives.  If a governmental agency faces a potential lawsuit for every 
crime allegedly committed by someone it tries to counsel, it will likely stop trying to counsel such 
people. 
 
If plaintiffs seek to contest this tentative to seek leave to amend, they should come to the 
hearing prepared to discuss exactly how they propose to amend and why that will be legally 
viable. 
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26.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC18-00440 
CASE NAME: NEALY VS. CITY OF RICHMOND 
HEARING ON DEMURRER TO COMPLAINT 
FILED BY CITY OF RICHMOND, et al. 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
Defendants demur to the complaint.  The demurrer is unopposed, and it is sustained without 
leave to amend.  The action will be dismissed. 
 
This is a wrongful death action against the City of Richmond, the Office of Neighborhood Safety 
(an agency of the City), and Devone Boggan (an ONS employee).  The entirety of the 
complaint’s factual allegations is as follows (block capitals omitted): 
 

Plaintiffs’ decedent, Chrisean Nealy was shot and killed by Dewaun Rice.  The 
City of Richmond, the Office of Neighborhood Safety and/or Devone Boggan 
knew or should have known that Dawaun Rice was a danger to the public at 
large at [sic] more particularly, plaintiffs’ decedent.  Defendants and each of them 
had information that should have been brought to the police department 
regarding the violent and criminal past of Dewaun Rice and failed to do so.  The 
City of Richmond through the Office of Neighborhood Safety enabled Dewaun 
Rice to continue with his violent and criminal past.  The City of Richmond, Office 
of Neighborhood Safety and/or Devone Boggan knew or should have known and 
had information that could have prevented the fatal shooting of plaintiffs’ 
decedent and failed to disclose it. 

 
At the outset, even if the kind of cause of action plaintiffs assert here could exist in law, these 
allegations would be facially insufficient to plead it.  There is no allegation of what information in 
particular defendants knew; how they knew it; or what they could have done with the 
information.  The complaint alleges conclusorily that Rice was a danger to the decedent in 
particular, but it does not assert that defendants had any duty to warn the decedent himself 
about Rice.  It asserts only that defendants ought to have warned the police department.  But 
that assumes, first, that the police did not already know about Rice, which seems unlikely if he 
had such a marked violent and criminal past.  And second:  If the police had been warned, what 
do plaintiffs contemplate that the police could have done about it?  Arrest Rice when no crime 
had been committed yet?  Provide a bodyguard for the decedent? 
 
The complaint is also deficient in failing to identify any statutory basis for public-agency or 
public-employee liability. 
 
f those were the complaint’s only defects, it might be appropriate to grant leave to amend.  But 
more fundamentally, plaintiffs cannot articulate any basis on which defendants owed a tort duty 
concerning Rice’s potential criminal acts.  Defendants argue this principally as a matter of 
whether they owed any duty to “control” Rice’s conduct.  The Court does not take that to be the 
thrust of plaintiffs’ theory, which instead focuses entirely on failure to warn.  But neither do 
plaintiffs articulate any basis for a duty to warn – even as to warning a particular known and 
foreseeable target, let alone (as plaintiffs allege) a general and unfocused duty to warn law 
enforcement authorities.  (See, e.g., Thompson v. County of Alameda (1980) 27 Cal.3d 741.)  
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And again, plaintiffs articulate no cognizable theory of proximate causation between defendants’ 
alleged failure to warn the police generally, and the actual killing of a particular victim. 
 
As defendants point out, moreover, allowing a cause of action along these lines could be fatal to 
any governmental efforts to work with past or potential criminals to rehabilitate them and turn 
them toward law-abiding lives.  If a governmental agency faces a potential lawsuit for every 
crime allegedly committed by someone it has been trying to counsel, it will likely stop trying to 
counsel such people. 
 
If plaintiffs seek to contest this tentative to seek leave to amend, they should come to the 
hearing prepared to discuss exactly how they propose to amend and why that will be legally 
viable. 

  

27.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC18-00750 
CASE NAME: LEOPRO CONSULTING VS. KEY 2 SYSTEMS 
HEARING ON MOTION TO COMPEL DISCOVERY RESPONSES 
FILED BY LEOPRO CONSULTING INC. 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
Plaintiff’s motion to compel, and to deem matters admitted, is granted. 
 
Defendant Victor Kaleta must serve responses to plaintiff’s first set of form interrogatories , and 

plaintiff’s first set of document requests (both served on or about May 29, 2018), without 

objections and with signatures and verifications, within 30 days following service of the Order 

After Hearing hereon.  Kaleta must also produce all documents requested within 35 days 

following service of the Order After Hearing hereon. 

In addition, the matters requested in the Plaintiff’s first set of requests for admissions (served on 

or about May 29, 2018) are deemed admitted.  Plaintiff’s counsel must lodge a proposed order 

with a declaration confirming that no responses were served prior to the hearing.  In the event 

that defendant has served responses (meaning properly signed and verified responses) prior to 

the hearing, no matters will be deemed admitted. 

Kaleta did serve what purported to be responses to all three of these sets of discovery requests.  

Besides being uncaptioned, however, these responses were neither signed nor verified (i.e., 

stated under oath), as is legally required.  Plaintiff pointed this out in meet-and-confer, but 

Kaleta still did not comply. 

Sanctions are awarded in the amount of $610, payable by Kaleta to counsel for plaintiff within 

30 days following service of the Order After Hearing hereon. 
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28.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC18-00939 
CASE NAME: FORBES VS. ROEM DEVELOPMENT 
HEARING ON MOTION TO STRIKE PUNITIVE DAMAGES 
FILED BY ROEM DEVELOOMENT CORPORATION 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
Defendant moves to strike the complaint’s references to punitive damages, specifically ¶ 60 and 
the prayer for punitive damages.  The motion is unopposed, and it is granted without leave 
to amend. 
 
Under California law, punitive damages may be awarded only where a defendant acted 

with “oppression, fraud or malice.”  See Civil Code § 3294.  Section 3294(c) provides, 

in pertinent part: 

(1) Malice means conduct which is intended by the defendant to cause injury 

 to the plaintiff or despicable conduct which is carried on by the defendant 

 and with a willful and conscious disregard for the rights and safety 

 of others.   

(2) Oppression means despicable conduct that subjects a person to cruel 

and unjust hardship in conscious disregard of that person’s rights. 

(3) Fraud means an intentional misrepresentation, deceit or concealment of a 

material fact known to the defendant with the intention on the part of the 

defendant of thereby depriving a person of property or legal rights or 

otherwise causing injury.   

“Malice” implies an act conceived in a spirit of mischief or with criminal indifference towards the 

obligations owed to others.  See Kendall Yacht Corp. v. United California Bank (1975) 50 

Cal.App.3d 949, 958.  An evil motive “is the central element of the malice which justifies an 

exemplary reward.”  See O’Hara v. Western Seven Trees Corp. Intercoast Management (1977) 

75 Cal.App.3d 798, 806.  For purposes of proving malice or oppression, “despicable conduct” is 

“conduct which is so vile, base, contemptible, miserable, wretched or loathsome that it would be 

looked down upon and despised by ordinary decedent people.”  See Mock v. Michigan Millers 

Mutual Insurance Co. (1992) 4 Cal.App.4th 306, 331.  Moreover, a plaintiff is required to allege 

specific evidentiary facts to support allegations of malice, oppression or fraud.  See G.D. Searle 

& Co. (1975) 49 Cal.App.3d 22, 32.   

“Recklessness” requires that the defendant have knowledge of a high degree of probability that 

dangerous consequences will result from his or her conduct, and acts with a deliberate 

disregard of that probability, or with a conscious disregard of the probable consequences.  

See Conservatorship of Gregory v. Beverly Enterprises. (2000) 80 Cal.App.4th 514, 521.  In 

order to justify an award of punitive damages based on the basis of a “conscious disregard of 

the safety of others,” the plaintiff must establish that the defendant was aware of the probable 

dangerous consequences of his conduct, and that he willfully and deliberately failed to avoid 

those consequences.  See Grimshaw v. Ford Motor Co. (1981) 119 Cal.App.3d 757, 809. 
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This is a habitability case, involving an infestation of bedbugs.  No one likes bedbugs, but it is 
improbable that a complaint based on nothing more than bedbugs could support a claim for 
punitive damages on any factual theory short of a landlord intentionally inserting bedbugs into 
the home out of spite, or to force a vacancy.  Nothing like that is alleged here. 
 
Plaintiffs have filed no opposition to this motion, and thus have not sought leave to amend.  If 
plaintiffs want to contest this tentative to seek leave to amend, they should come to the hearing 
with specifics as to how they propose to amend.  (If they do not oppose the motion, on the other 
hand, then they really should have stipulated in meet-and-confer.) 

 

 


